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Q1  Answer the following questions : (2 x 10) 

 a) State the advantages of memory mapped I/O scheme over I/O mapped I/O 
scheme. 

 

 b) Enumerate the various ways to transfer data to microprocessor.  
 c) What is mean by non markable interrupt?  
 d) Illustrate the uses of segment register.  
 e) Write the significance of ALE.  
 f) Distinguish between 8086 and 8088.  
 g) How string operation is handled in 8086?  
 h) Give example of immediate addressing mode in 8086 and state how it differ 

from index addressing mode. 
 

 i) Determine the control word of 8255 PPI, when port A=out put, port B=out put, 
port Clower=input, port Cupper=input. 

 

 j) Assume the contents of accumulator are 73H and CY=0.Illustarate the 
accumulator content after RCL and RCR instructions. 

 

    
Q2 a) Draw the architecture of 8086 and explain the BIU of 8086. (5) 

 b) Describe the minimum mode pin configuration 0f 8086. (5) 
    

Q3 a) Explain the operation of PUSH and POP instructions in 8086 using suitable 
examples. 

(5) 

 b) Distinguish between the minimum and maximum mode operation of DMA (5) 
    

Q4 a) Describe the machine control instructions of 8086 using appropriate examples. (5) 
 b) How the T1 and T2 cycle executes during the operation of memory read in 

8086? 
(5) 

    
Q5 a) Explain the software interrupt in 8086. (5) 

 b) Describe the control word format of 8254 (5) 
    

Q6  Discuss the various addressing modes of 8086. (10) 
    

Q7  Describe the architecture of 8255 using appropriate block diagram. (10) 
    

Q8  Write short answer on any TWO : (5 x 2) 
 a) Evolution of microprocessors  
 b) Bidirectional bus trans-receiver 8286/8287  
 c) 8251 USART  
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